Year 3 Knowledge Organiser

Summer 2022

What made the Ancient Greeks successful warriors?
Timelines

Key vocabulary

Definition

ancient

Something form a long time ago

civilisation

used to describe a human society with welldeveloped rules and government
Small areas that ancient Greece was divided
into, each with their own governments, laws
and army.
Democracy is a system where the citizens of a
country or state are involved in the way it is
run.
A group of countries or states that is ruled by
one ruler or country.

City states

democracy

empire

This Ancient Greek
pottery shows hoplites
in action!
Ancient Greeks foot soldiers were called
Hoplites

Year 3 Knowledge Organiser

SCIENCE
We will explore plants and learn to
identify and describe the functions of
different parts of a plant.

Summer 2022

COMPUTING
We will develop our keyboard skills to
improve our typing speed and accuracy.

PE
We will develop our skills through
competitive and team Athletics and
Games

We will investigate how water is
transported within plants and learn about
the life cycle of plants.
HISTORY
PSHE
We will consider what we are good at and
how it makes us feel. We will think about
the qualities that make a good friend.
RE
I will explore what it means to be a
Christian in Britain today.

MUSIC
I will be learning ‘Bringing us Together’,
learning to compose, improvise and sing
songs.

MATHS
Fractions: tenths, equivalence, comparing,

We will question and research life in
ancient Greece through secondary sources.
Explore the reasons why Ancient Greeks
were such good warriors.

ordering, add and subtracting fractions

GEOGRAPHY

ART

We will use a range of maps to locate
Greece and key features

I will apply painting techniques to create
Greek painting for pottery

ENGLISH
We will focus on diary writing, narrative
and information texts

Time: Reading time to 5 minutes 24 hour
clock

DESIGN

We will develop an awareness of a healthy
diet creating a Greek dip

